Abstract. We investigate properties of existence, unicity, representation, of the (causal) solutions of implicit linear systems (or "generalized systems") when the underlying matrix pencil is singular. We relate the geometric and the algebraic approaches. The main conclusion is that if the underlying matrix pencil is "column singular" (i.e., has a nonempty set of column minimal indices) the causal solutions, when they exist, can exactly be represented as the output of a classical two-player dynamical system, where the second player accounts for the nonunicity. Properties of the equivalent system are related to those of the singular matrix pencils made with the given matrices.
1. Introduction.
1.1. Problems considered. We study systems given in one of the following two forms, respectively, discrete and continuous" with the following definitions:
Ey(t + 1) Fy(t) + Gu(t), dy E-(t) Fy(t) + Gu(t), y(t) R" is the (fundamental) output of the system, u (t) RP is the input. E and F are r m constant matrices, G is a r p constant matrix, r is called the rank of the system. It may be larger than, equal to or lower than m.
The questions of existence and unicity we shall investigate arise only if E is not invertible (in case r m). We shall also consider problems of representation and canonical forms. We are mainly interested in singular systems, where the solution is nonunique. (See Definition 3 and Theorem 2 for a precise statement.) DEFINITION system is square. The interesting question, is its limit behavior when the E matrix is "close" to be singular. A prerequisite to a complete understanding of the resulting "infinite frequency" modes (see [20] ) is the present analysis.
(ii) Systems with a linear state or state-control constraint. An equation of the form O=Cy +Du * Received by the editors May 11,1981 , and in revised form October 20, 1981. may be added to a standard system as an extra set of equations resulting in a matrix E made of the identity and lines of zeros. There r > m.
(iii) Interconnected systems. The natural statement of the equations of sets of interconnected systems may lead to equations of the type (ii).
(iv) Econometric systems. Econometric systems are almost always of the form (.) (or a more complex one with nonlinear r.h.s.). Most famous among them are Leontief's models, and ARMA models with noninvertible leading coefficient.
(v) Perturbed systems. The Ay =f can be pursued using a recursion of form (,) with A E-F and Gu =f constant (or Guk -* f).
(viii) Implicit differential equations. The representation results obtained here may be of some interest for their own sake in the study of implicit linear differential equations.
1.3. Originality. More than ten years ago, Rosenbrock's theory was explicitly devised to address implicit systems of a more complicated type since higher derivatives were allowed as well as derivatives of the control. See a rather complete account in Rosenbrock [14] . Since then the precise type of systems we study have been investigated by Luenberger and coworkers [12] , [13] , [15] . Beyond problems of existence and unicity, they have considered optimization problems. More recently, papers by Verghese, Kailath and coworkers have dealt with the infinite frequency aspects of these systems [16] , [17] . Systems of the form (.) also appear in connection with linear programming, see, for instance, [5] .
All the above references deal with the "regular case", i.e., square systems with det (zE-F)O. In that case, as we shall see, existence implies unicity. Our main emphasis is on the singular case, and the representation of nonunicity. Some works on that topic are due to Campbell. While [4] again deals only with the regular case, [3] considers a very particular instance of the singular case. It is a subcase of our "static nonunicity". Moreover, his application to linear systems is further restricted to the regular case.
While this paper was being typed, the author became aware (through D. Gabay, of Inria) of the work of Wilkinson [21] . It deals with the general singular case but lacks the necessary tools of control theory to give a complete description of the nonunicity via invariants. It essentially covers the method of our paragraph 5.4 without the references to the geometric and transfer function theories.
After this paper was first submitted for publication, several articles appeared on that topic1, covering both the regular case, see [18] , [19] and [20] (which is a more complete account of an earlier publication in the 1979 IEEE CDC, held in 1980), and, more importantly to us, the singular case. See [10] and [11] , which rely heavily on an analysis very similar to that of our paragraph 5.4. Reference [1] is also an approach of system theory without unicity.
While [18] , and to a smaller extent [17] , use some geometrical concepts, the literature has been in most part algebraic in nature. We believe, however, that our 2 shows that the geometric approach allows a completely elementary treatment of both the regular and singular cases. 2.1. Causality. We quickly review here what causality, or strict causality, means for a dynamical system with possibly nonunique solutions. We deal with the discrete system (.), the extension to (**) is straightforward, provided, in the definition of causality, "/t" be replaced by "for almost all t". As a consequence, the difference between causality and strict causality, as given here, vanishes. Strict causality, in the continuous case, will carry an added requirement. See 3. Let II be the set of admissible control functions, i.e., applications from [to, tl] into '. (Usually, tl +oo.) A correspondence of solutions is a set-valued function S from ll into the set of trajectories, which to each u(.) in lI associates a set S(u(.)) of trajectories y(.) satisfying (.). Let S(u(.)) be the set of the restrictions to [to, r] of the elements of $(u(. )). We recall the following.
DEFINITION. The correspondence S is called strictly causal if given u(.) and u2(" in 11 if ua(t) u2(t) Vt < r then S-r(b/l(" )) S-r(b/2(" )). S is said causal if the conclusion holds provided Ul(t)= u2(t), for all t<_-r. (In all the sequel, "strictly causal" may correspondingly be replaced by "causal".) The set of strictly causal solutions of the system is the maximal strictly causal correspondence of solutions, i.e., the union $ of all of them. Given u (.) in 12, a trajectory y(. is called a strictly causal solution if it belongs to S(u(. )).
A characteristic property of a strictly causal solution is that, in addition to satisfying (,) for all t, it is such that, for all r in (to, t), the system (,) initialized at y(r) has strictly causal solutions for every sequence {u(t), >-r}. The reader may easily check that this inductive characterization is indeed necessary and sufficient. It will be used hereafter in the proofs.
Some were pointed out to us by a reviewer whom we thank here.
Remark. Restricting oneself to the causal case, as we shall do, amounts precisely to ignoring the "impulsive modes" of the theory as developed in [17] , [20] . As a matter of fact, we want to focus here on the nonunicity, not on impulsive modes. Proof. (i) Necessity. Let be given. In order for y (t + 1) to exist, it is necessary that Fy(t) + Gu(t) , and since this must be true for all u(t) ", this implies and y(t) 7/'=F-1().
In order for the last relation to hold for every u(t-1), we need Cg ET/", y(t-1) 7/"1 F-I(ET). Proof. Clearly, F-I(ET/") c F-I(), and thus, 7/"1 c 0, and so on by induction.
However, subspaces can decrease only by losing one dimension, which cannot occur more than m times in R'. Let k be the first index such that 7/"k/l= 7/.. The sequence k becomes stationary from this point on, and (4) shows that 7/"k satisfies (1) . Therefore, c *. This establishes the necessity of (2), (3), but not the proposition, which states that "= 7/'*. This can easily be proved directly but follows also from the sufficiency of (2), (3) that we now establish.
(ii) Sufficiency. Let V be a rectangular injective (full column rank) matrix such thatJ(V) 7/'* (let dim 7/'*= n*, V: m x n*). Relations (1) and (2) imply (5) :IA. FV EVA,
where is a n*xn* matrix and/ is n*xp. We also have that y(t)e 7/'* is equivalent to (7) B(t) Rn*. y(t) V(t). Now, (.) is equivalent to (8) EV(t + 1) EV(A(t) + Bu(t)), which together with (3) has the obvious solution (9) (t+ 1)=(t)+Bu(t), (2) is not satisfied, we may restrict u to belong to //aa= G-I(E*). In the sequel, condition (2) may always be understood to mean that this reduction has been performed and will always be assumed to hold. (15) x(t+ 1)=Ax(t)+Bu(t)+Cv(t),
The nonunicity is therefore described as the effect of an extra input in a classical linear system. We may apply to it the tools of two-player control systems. In that respect it is worthwhile to notice that V being injective knowledge of y is equivalent to the knowledge of both x and v. (This is important, for instance, in discrete capturability theory [2] .) PROPOSITION 3. The pair (A, C) is uniquely defined up to a transformation of Brunovsky's feedback group (see Kalman [9] ).
Proof. A change of basis within 7/'* can be described as (i) a change of basis within , i.e., on v;
(ii) a change of choice of within 7/'*. Let /generate an alternate " y Mx + Nv MY + N.
The difference v-t depends linearly on y and is null when y , i.e., when x 0. Therefore it depends linearly on x alone" =Px +v.
Using the fact that M is injective, this gives = Qx, where Q can be calculated as a function of M, /, N and P. Therefore, this is equivalent to a state feedback superimposed on v and a change of basis on x.
(iii) a change of basis on x alone (which can, of course, undo the previous one).
We shall study further the invariants of (A, C (14) .
Proof. By subtraction, two solutions of (,) corresponding to the same initial point and the same sequence u (.) have their differences 8y that satisfy By(t) VS,(t) MSx(t) + NSv(t),
x(0)=0. Therefore, 8x(t) belongs to the reachable space of the pair (A, C). Conversely, any solution of this system remains strictly causal and satisfies (16) ESy(t + 1) FSy(t), By(0) 0 and can therefore be added to a solution of (,) and still remain a solution.
The fact that ', is exactly the (image of) reachable subspace of the pair (A, C) will be a corollary of Theorem 5 below. [3 2.3. Minimality. DEFINITION 5. We call the maximum subspace of the triple (E, F, G) the largest subspace 7///'* satisfying (17) F//F"* + EF'*.
PROPOSITION 5. The subspace 1/'* exists; it is a subspace of * and is the limit, attained in no more than m steps of the sequence 14/"k defined by (18) T'0= r,, //F "k+l= E-(FI k + f) f3 *.
Proof. by an equal number and also that the sequence is decreasing. It therefore has a limit which satisfies (17) , of which it is easy to check that it is the largest solution of (17) (which is stable by addition of subspaces). THEOREM 4. r, is the largest subspace traversed by the asymptotic regime of (,), i.e., for all k >-n; the application (y(0), u(.))-y(k) is surfective over 14/'*, which is exactly its range.
Proof. By construction, (3) implies y(1)e F "1 and, by induction, y(t) F "t with surjectivity. This, with the proposition, proves the theorem. E] While this result characterizes in some sense the reachable subspace of (,), it is not the most interesting one. As a matter of fact, classical system theory teaches us that the reachable subspace of interest is that which is reachable from the state zero.
We therefore proceed with the following. DEFINITION 6. The minimal subspace of the triple (E,F, G) is the smallest subspace F', satisfying (1) and (2) Therefore, it has a limit 7g'. that satisfies (1) , (2) and contains .
According to Theorem 2, the image by V of the reachable space of (14) is exactly the reachable space for y(t) from zero. By construction it is the limit of the above recurrence.
That 7g'. be the smallest subspace satisfying (1), (2) Proof of Theorem 1. (i) Necessity. Let 7/" be the subspace generated by those y's that can be reached by the system. Necessarily, 3 7/', therefore 7/" must satisfy (1) and, thus, be included in 7#* and (2).
(ii) Sufficiency. Perform We may again make a distinction between two types of nonunicity as in Remark 2. In the case (37) holds (but not (36)), the nonunicity in y involves only w(t) and does not propagate in time. The sequence x(. is unique. The nonunicity may be called "static". The dynamic nonunicity is induced by nonzero elements in Ed//fq F Ker E.
The fact that the unicity condition is the same as in the strictly causal case will be more fully explained by the algebraic theory. It is not a trivial consequence of the fact that it is in both cases a study of nonzero solutions of (16) or defining -KP D, y(t)=Mx(t)+Du(t)+Nv(t), x(t+ 1)=Ax(t)+Bu(t)+Cv(t). These equations will be summarized further ((48) to (52)). Notice that those for the strictly causal case are identical to these where we set D 0. Notice also that the same analysis applies to a representation of system (**). (i) the control invariants of the controllable part of (A, C), which coincide with the Kronecker minimal column indices of the pencil (zE-F).
EMx(t + 1) EM(ax(t) + Bu(t) + Cv(t)) + FK(Pu(t) + w(t)).
(ii) the invariant factors of the uncontrollable part of A, which coincide with the finite invariant factors of the pencil (zE-F).
Proof. Because of Propositions 3 and 6, the elements quoted for the pair (A, C)
are indeed a complete set of invariants. There only remains to relate them to the corresponding quantities of the pencil (zE-F).
(i) From Kalman [9] we know that the control invariants of the pair (Ala, Ca) are the minimal column indices of the pencil [zI-Al -Ca]. From (45) (ii) We now show that essential eigenvalues of (E, F) are eigenvalues of A22, with the rank defect of A22 equal to that of (zE-F), minus q. Let A be an essential eigenvalue of (E, F) with a corresponding kernel of dimension q + k. According to Lemma 3 and (44), [AI A -C] has a kernel of dimension q + k in Rn*, with n* n + q. Therefore, only n k of its lines are independent, and this is afortiori true for (AI -A).
Thus, A is an eigenvalue of A, with an associated eigensubspace of dimension at least k. Now this property is independent of the particular choice of basis within 7/'*, and thus, according to Proposition 3, invariant under feedback. Therefore, this eigenvalue and eigensubspace are associated to the uncontrollable part of A.
Conversely, considering the form (45) of (A, C), we have seen that polynomial vectors in Ker [zI-A -C] have a zero block in the uncontrollable part of the state space. Thus, to an eigenvalue of A22, with an eigensubspace of dimension k, correspond k generalized eigenvectors (that we shall choose with zero blocks in the first and third parts), independent of each other and of any vector in Ker (zE-F). Therefore, this complex number is an essential eigenvalue with a column rank defect at least q + k.
At this stage, we know that essential eigenvalues of (E, F) are eigenvalues of A z2 and that the number of Jordan blocks associated to it coincide. There remains to prove that they are identical in dimension. The technique is the same, using Jordan chains, and only heavier. We shall not go into too much detail. To a Jordan block of (hE-F) corresponds a Jordan chain :1, :2,""', :p satisfying (AE -F)I =0, (,E F)2 EI, Here p is the size of the Jordan block. There remains to check that all the i's are in 7#* and can be chosen independent of the vectors of Ker (zE-F) at z h.
Hence, there are q + 1 independent solutions to each of the above equations, and consequently, using a linear combination with total weight one, we can find one with a zero component in . Consequently, there corresponds to it a Jordan chain of hI-A. Independence modulo Ker (zE-F)]z= in ' corresponds to independence in n. Therefore, elementary divisors of (zE-F) are elementary divisors of (zI-A) fixed under feedback and, thus, according to Rosenbrock's feedback theorem, elementary divisors of zI-A22. The converse proof goes exactly as above, fi
The particularization of the above results to the fact that the eigenvalues of A22
coincide with the essential eigenvalues of (E, F) leads to the following definition and corollary.
DEFINITION 9. The system (.) or (**), satisfying (2) or (27) Proof. If the condition of the corollary is met, the equivalent system is stabilizable with v with a linear feedback (or, equivalently, can be chosen stable). Therefore, there exists bounded solutions x(.) from any initial condition, with a choice of a bounded function v(.) (zero if the system is chosen stable). Therefore, y(.) as given by (15) or (49) 
Let also L(z) be a proper (not strictly) rational matrix of maximum rank, such that
Then all solutions of the implicit system are given by
where Y(z) and U(z) are the z-transforms of y(.) and u(.), respectively, and V(z) is an aribitrary power series of z -1 of appropriate dimension. Proof. Notice first that there exist complex (column) vectors li(z) satisfying (47) if and only if the pair (E, F) is not C-regular. It is easy to see (see [7] ) that they can be chosen polynomial or, dividing each such column by the highest power of z present in it (since (47) is homogeneous), rational proper. If these degrees are chosen as small as possible, they are the column minimal indices or Kronecker indices of the pencil.
(i) Necessity. We know that, if a strictly causal solution exists, it is represented by (14) , (15) or in the nonstrictly causal case by the following set (that coincides with the former if we set D 0)" (48) x(t + 1) Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Cv(t), Hence, the formula of the theorem for Y(z) with and (zE1-F1). We know, therefore, that by a proper choice of matrices P and O, (zE-F) can be brought into the canonical form described; e.g., in [7] . (ii) Blocks L,,. To the row indices r/j correspond blocks L,j of type r/j + 1 x r having the form of the transpose of a block L.
Writing equations (.) with this block, we see that it involves r/ coordinates of y but that the last line amounts to a recurrence relation between the elements of the sequence u(.). It can be satisfied for all sequences only if the corresponding lines of G are all zero, but then all these coordinates must be and remain zero. They correspond to coordinates in a complement of 7/'* in N", and the requirement on G is (part of) condition (2) . Again, writing the equations (.) for this block, we see that they involve coordinates of y, but depending in an anticausal way on the sequence u (.). Therefore, these coordinates also correspond to a complement of 7/'* in N", and the corresponding rows of G must be zero for a strictly causal solution to exist.
However, the dependence of y on u(.) is anticausal but not strictly. Therefore, a causal but not strictly causal solution may exist where the first coordinate of the corresponding subvector of y is nonzero but all others zero. The same row in G may be nonzero. This corresponds to the fact that E has a column of zeros in the first column of L,k, and the corresponding coordinate of y is therefore in Ker E but not in V. We recover conditions (28) and (27) .
A complete information is given again looking at (46 Remark 7. This kind of link between geometrical concepts and the system pencil was shown for standard systems in Jaffe and Karcanias [8] . Using their characterization our space * appears as a generalization of (A, C) invariant subspaces since it is characterized by the fact that (zE-F)V has only column minimal indices and finite invariant factors. This also clearly shows how to investigate the impulsive behavior of our system (**), or noncausal behavior of (.), by looking at the infinite invariant factors and the associated subspaces.
6. Conclusion. We have a simple theory of singular implicit systems whether they are square, or over-or underdetermined. It should be noted that overdetermination may go along with nonunicity of the solution in a nontrivial way.
The recurrences defining the various subspaces 7/'*, 7g'*, 7//#., ,, provide the basis for finite algorithms, unfortunately rather ill-behaved in terms of robustness in their native form. They involve finding zero determinants and computing right or left inverses, numerically difficult operations. Standard techniques could be applied to improve them (like computing the rank of AA*, or A'A, instead of A).
The stage seems to be set to extend a significant part of Rosenbrock's theory to these systems and of its modern developments, in the spirit of Wolovich or Fuhrman.
Also, the study of impulsive (or noncausal) behavior seems to be straightforward, using the literature on that topic.
A domain of interest is naturally the use of tools of two-player control systems theory to study the property of implicity systems" making an output sequence unique (decoupling v(. through feedback), ensuring that all trajectories meet a given subspace at a given instant (capturing the state), or that some do (controllability through v), insuring that all trajectories will do better than a given amount with respect to some criterion (dynamical games), etc.
